
 

NBGC-Market Timing Training 

Gann Master Course, US$ 12,000 

 
Time: (2-3 Months, 1-2 Months handholding) 

 

1. Introduction to Gann and its cycles 

a. Long Term 

b. Short Term 

c. Intraday 

2. Gann Turning dates 

3. How to calculate the Gann turning dates, excel to keep a record of dates 

4. How one turning date overlaps other, and how to use them efficiently 

5. How to calculate the Gann Prices in excel and how the overlap of cycles work 

6. 90 Day cycle and its importance  

7. Gann price calculation (square) 

8. Gann Fan and its importance 

9. Planetary price lines and how to calculate them 

10. Planetary price lines and their importance 

11. Introduction to Technical Analysis, How I see the chart? What is the chart? 

What are those lines? Types of charts? 

12. Stochastics and use with Gann 

 

 
 
Legal Disclaimer: I am not SEBI-registered. These studies are taught as per the author`s 

understanding and experience of the subject. This can be used as an edge to your existing system. 

The time cycle is dynamic. Futures or options trading is considered a high-level risk and one can 

lose much more than the capital invested. There is no guarantee as to future accuracy or 

profitability. Each trader and reader trades at his or her own risk, and neither the author nor 

publisher assumes any responsibility whatsoever for anyone’s financial or commodity market 

decisions. Support may represent favourable risk/reward places to buy if the trend is up. Resistance 

may represent favourable risk/reward places to go short if the trend is down. The comments and 

trade recommendations are primarily for the traders/investors/speculators of futures contracts of 

stocks, indices, commodities, etc. These comments can be of value to traders/investors/speculators. 



These trade ideas recommendations are based on the studies done by the author and there is no 

guarantee of accuracy in the forecast. Those who take these trades need to manage their risk by 

adjusting stop-losses, based on their risk appetite.  

 


